Microlabs in Computer Science
Saturday, February 8
Stony Brook University

Initial Logical Lab

Microlabs are 5-10 minutes activities during lecture to introduce concepts (logical) or have students construct methods (code magnets)

In this one day workshop you will learn to use and to modify existing labs and to build new labs of your own; bring your laptop for hands-on activities

We encourage faculty-student teams; the stipend is $200 for faculty and $150 for students; $200 more is available for completing after-workshop activities such as creating new labs and testing them in your classes

Visit www.cs.appstate.edu/wags/guest.html to try some microlabs

Visit www.cs.appstate.edu/wags/workshop.html to learn more and to apply

Funded by

Use in a Classroom
Using Code Magnets
Use in a Large Lecture